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Introduction  

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world says Nelson Mandela. Education aims at 
many things, besides imparting knowledge. It is a tool available to human beings to bring out their potential. As a process, education 
draws out the best in humans intending to produce a well-balanced personality, emotionally stable, ethically sound, logically correct, 
mentally alert, intellectually competent, technically advanced, morally upright, physically strong, socially efficient, spiritually mature 
and vocationally self-sufficient. Besides individual development, education aims at social development. Christians who constitute 8 
percent in Dakshina Kannada (a district in Karnataka) have made it visible for the public to see their contribution to social welfare. 
Based on the secondary data, this article attempts to see how Christianity (here it refers to Basel Mission and Catholic community) in 
Dakshina Kannada has worked as an agent of social change by providing education for over two centuries. 

 
Education and Social Change  

Education and social change are closely connected. For centuries, education was not seen as something very vital. Just a 
handful of those who could afford were educated. The scenario changed with the arrival of the colonial power. Education was thrown 
open to all those who aspired to elevate themselves. Social change was the end result of better education. Education has transformed 
the lives of people for the better. Education affects not only the person being educated but also the whole community.  

 
The social role of education has been brought out in the education policies of the government and the New Education Policy 

2020 (NEP) has once again emphasised it. The policy aims at the accessibility of education to everyone besides making it all-
inclusive. The opening sentence of this document says, “Education is fundamental for achieving full human potential, developing an 
equitable and just society, and promoting national development”. Paragraph 0.9 of the same document considers education as a great 
leveller and is the best tool for achieving economic and social mobility, inclusion, and equality. To achieve an inclusive and equitable 
society where every citizen has the opportunity to dream, thrive and contribute to the nation an inclusive and equitable education is 
critical (NEP paragraph 6.1).  

 
The intended desire of achieving mobility whether economic or social, accessibility of education to all and equitability of 

resources would only be a wishful thinking if everything was left to the political dispensation. The purpose of education, the desired 
outcome from it and the mode of achieving were emphasised even in the past. The government has taken the help of various agents to 
bring about this process of change.      

   
Role of the Church in social change  

The human person has always lived in a network of relationships. In a relationship, there are gains and at the same time, there 
are responsibilities. As they live in society, there are individual responsibilities as well as collective responsibilities. Religion, besides 
meeting an individual’s needs and aspirations, attends to collective needs as well. It meets the collective needs by organising itself as a 
group, an organisation or a community. Collective responsibility in society is carried out in and through organised groups. It can 
organise itself within a closed group of a community or a religion by excluding others or it can also look beyond and be inclusive 
involving persons from all walks of life.  

 
The Church is founded on the teaching of Jesus Christ who always sought-after peace, justice, tolerance, respect for human 

life, upholding human dignity, service of humanity and all-inclusive welfare of people. He also fought against injustice, 
discrimination, exploitation and inequality in society. The Church, the carrier of Jesus’ message, has a mandate to live it out and bring 
about a just and equitable world.  

 
Gradual social change is brought about by different agents. Among the many agents, the Church (the word Church has two 

meanings; one as a parish or a building and the other as a religious body or an institution. The latter meaning is used here) has joined 
hands to contribute to the building of a changing society. The Church has worked and continues to work for social transformation in 
society through its involvement. Amid all the progress and development achieved by the country, there are still many concerns and 
problems. Unemployment, poverty, discrimination based on gender, caste, religion, lack of opportunities to vulnerable people are the 
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few areas that needed action even in the past. Christian-run educational and social institutions involve themselves in responding to 
these problems.     

 
The Church through its engagement has contributed in a great measure to the growth of society. Socially concerned people 

and Church organisations have taken up issues and problems affecting society. Oommen (2016) talks about the role of the Church to 
foster equity, identity, dignity and security. Equity is not equality; a society in which absolute material equality exists is a utopian 
vision. But a society that provides for equality of opportunity for all is in the realm of possibility. Even after providing equal 
opportunity for all, there will be inequality, but that inequality will be accepted as legitimate. Individuals and groups have different 
starting points in life; some are advantaged at birth, others are not. If the disadvantaged are to compete successfully with the 
advantaged, it is necessary to create equality of condition. It is here that religions, including the Church, have a public or civic role to 
play.  

 
Christians’ faith and their social engagement are closely connected. It is a Christian belief that the dignity and equal worth of 

every person needs to be looked into. In achieving that, no individual can be excluded in their social engagement. Initially, the Church 
used the charity model, but it saw the need for a new approach if there needs to be stability for the work which invited them to take up 
the social development model. This was brought about by providing education, employment opportunity, medical care, fight against 
injustice and exploitation, eradicating social evils, improving the social condition of people especially women. These initiatives 
brought about change in the unjust structures of society and thus brought about social change. In the changed circumstances today, the 
Church has realised the necessity of joining hands with civil society groups to reach out to a greater number of people.  

 
Christian Contribution to Education in India 

Before the introduction of the Western kind of education system in India, education was mired with caste system and was the 
privilege of a few. Only a few upper caste people could afford and only they were allowed to study. It was limited to gurukulas where 
the boys and only boys from the upper castes could study under a guru. Even a woman from the upper caste was not provided with the 
same opportunity. The common people were alien to this elite education system. But a wind of change took place with the coming of 
missionaries. 

 
Thomas (n a) gives an account of educational institutions, especially institutions of higher learning that have put India on the 

world map. The Santa Fe School in Goa, founded in 1540 by the Franciscans later taken over by Francis Xavier and raised to the 
status of a college and renamed as St Paul's College, was the first formal Christian educational enterprise anywhere in Asia. By the 
19th century, the Western education system had penetrated the social, political and religious life of Indians. Christian missionaries 
were pioneers in education. Speaking about the Christian missionaries in Bengal, Moni Bagchee writes that missionaries educated 
children in the local language, raised the standard of education, trained teachers and improved methods of teaching (Manokaran, 
2009). 
 

J P Naik, Educational advisor to the Government of India, says, “Christian schools have been able to inject a large number of 
non-Christians with a sense of dedication and commitment to education. That has been a very major contribution. Commitment to 
education that comes from a commitment to scholarship is a good thing. But when it comes from a strong motive, like service to 
society or religion or God, I think the commitment is raised to an entirely different level altogether and such commitment is what you 
have been able to achieve for a number of years and to communicate it to others” (Michael, 2017). 

 
Growth of Education in Dakshina Kannada  

Formal schools did not exist till Basel Missionaries reached Canara. It was surprising news for the missionaries. The first 
high school called the Basel Mission High School was established in 1838 (Madhyastha, 1982; Fernandes, 2006; Pinto, 2009). A 
decade later, Catholics started English School which is known as Milagris High School. But within a short period after that, over 40 
elementary and lower secondary schools were scattered all over South Kanara carrying the torch of education to the villages. There 
was pressure on the government to start a school and in 1866 the provincial school of Mangalore came into existence. In 1879 the 
name of this provincial school was changed to Government College. In 1870 St Annes High School was started for girls.  

 
As per the studies by Pinto (2009), until 1838 the teaching took place in Latin and Portuguese. So, hardly any literature was 

available in English. Only those who were educated got jobs in government services. It was only after 1865, with the establishment of 
provincial school, starting of Basel Mission, a press and a library run by the Jesuits, more English books got circulated.  
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In the year 1891, illiteracy was rampant in Dakshina Kannada. Less than 14 percent of males and less than 2 percent of 
females were educated (Pinto, 2012). A century later it was noticed that remarkable progress in the literacy rate had taken place. In 
2001, the literacy rate was 83.4 percent and it has reached 88.57 in 2011 as against the state average of 75.6 percent. This is a clear 
indication of how the district has progressed in terms of education. The number of educational institutions run by Christians is a direct 
pointer to show the role played by the Church in achieving this milestone. The role of the Church in bringing about social change, 
especially through, education is undisputed.  

 
Employment and Social Change in Dakshina Kannada  

Missionaries had constantly looked to vocationalise education so that students could equip themselves for employment. They 
gave special consideration to the converts knowing fully well that they would face umpteen issues for accepting new faith. It meant a 
loss of job, denial of a share in the ancestral property, ex-communication from the caste and profession associated with that particular 
caste. To rehabilitate those people, missionaries started schools exclusively for imparting technical education (Thomas n a).  

 
The Basel Mission in Kanara took up industries as part of their work for the uplift of the poor and the poorer people were 

inducted as workers of the household or in their workshops. A workshop was established in 1874 to train fitters, blacksmiths and 
carpenters. Thus, it provided technical training and produced many skilled artisans. Fr August Diamanti, a Jesuit priest who came to 
Mangalore on 25th February 1879 built workshops that included a foundry, a smithy, a mechanical establishment, a carpentry and shoe 
maker's shops (Kumar 2006).  

 
The initiative from the missionaries to open cottage industries was a big relief for womenfolk (Manokaran, 2009). This 

helped women to utilise their extra time in some productive works which in turn added to the family income. Besides that, it also gave 
dignity to women. The economic benefit drawn from women's participation in work helped them to bring up their children better.   

 
Women Education and Social Change in Dakshina Kannada  

It is an accepted fact that the best way to bring social change is to educate women. In this direction, one of the activities of 
Christian institutions in the second half of the 19th century was educating women. The missionaries were the first to promote women's 
education in India. Women's education led to the enlightenment of Indian women of all religions, castes, and regions in modem times. 
The first-ever girl's school in India was opened by the missionaries at Kottayam in 1819. The inception of women's education was a 
breakthrough in the transformation of society at large. 

 
The condition of women in Dakshina Kannada in a male-dominated and patriarchal system was not much different from 

other places even till the 19th century. Attempts began only in 1859 to open schools for girl children. One such attempt was a school 
near the present Milagres School. But that attempt met with opposition and for some time there was no progress for that initiative. 
New attempts began once again under the direction of Tertiary Sisters, later called Apostolic Carmel, when they arrived in Mangalore 
in the year 1870. In 1871, at the time of first inspection, the number of students in St Ann’s school had touched 40. That school was 
later shifted to Bendore as St Agnes School in 1924. St Agnes College was a gift to the women who wanted to pursue higher 
education. This was the first Catholic college for women. The Ursuline Industrial School was started in 1927 by the Ursuline nuns 
(Farias, 1999). It was a free school, started for the benefit of extremely indigent children. The 66 pupils in the first batch included 
grown-up girls and 13 small boys. The industrial school had 22 girls doing needlework, culinary art, necklace, artificial flower making 
and learning the art of domestic work. 

 
Eradication of Social Evils and Social change  

Christian missionaries from the beginning of their mission work attempted to abolish social evil practices and anti-social 
systems in India — sati, strangling and robbery of travellers, female infanticide and human sacrifices, purdah and polygamy, among 
others. Missionaries realised that only social reforms could not help people in their plight, and they were convinced that education 
would be the most effective and lasting instrument for the liberation of people (Thomas n a). Poverty, class and caste distinction in the 
Hindu community, utter dependence of these converts for means of livelihood on their Hindu superior, made people of lower classes 
seek dignity, equality, opportunities for food, clothing, shelter, decent state of life outside the caste hierarchy. Basel Mission tried to 
propagate the principle of caste-free and a classless Christian society. One of the ways used to implement this principle effectively 
was the boarding schools. Despite opposition from the other castes, Basel Mission marched forward (Farias, 1999). As a result, Bai 
(1996) says that there was an alarming increase in the number of educated men and women in all castes and they began to raise their 
voice against many social evils in their communities.  
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Widows in Indian society could live with dignity due to the influence of British and Christian presence. Generally, a widow 
had two options: either throw herself into the pyre of her husband or live like a dead person in the joint family. She was considered a 
curse and was banned from all public appearances. Due to high rates of child marriages, women could neither enjoy their childhood 
nor womanhood. Similarly, Amy Carmichael was a missionary who fought against the evil of the ‘devadasi’ system. This practice was 
for sexual gratification of temple priests and the predominant men of the area. Young virgins had to become sex slaves for the 
community. Therefore, as Dr Muthulakshmi Reddi comments about the Christian contribution to women's emancipation, “I honestly 
believe that the missionaries have done more for women’s education in this country than the government itself (Das, 2006).”  

 
Fighting Exploitation and Discrimination 

Western ideas like liberty, equality and fraternity which were the catchwords of the French Revolution have been very much 
part of education promoted by the Church. This attracted many people to get educated in Christian institutions and were inspired to 
stand for truth and fight for basic rights of people when they were violated. One section of society whose basic rights were violated 
and continues even today is the Dalit community. The Basel Mission did great work among the Dalits. They were referred to 'Slave 
Castes' in the missionary records. In 1836, when the mission started a Kanarese school in Mangalore which was open to the children 
of all castes, the Brahmins demanded and pleaded for a separate classroom for their children to separate them from Billava children. 
This was firmly rejected. The Basel Mission missionaries made efforts to see that caste did not raise its ugly head in the Church. Their 
relentless efforts against caste and the success they achieved in this regard is a unique achievement. A report recorded by The Basel 
Mission in 1876 has been quoted by Kumar (2006) in his research work: “there is no problem of inter-dining and intermarriage from 
the beginning it is set right. The second and third generations are all mixed up. There are only rare cases of castes feeling. From the 
beginning of our work in India to the present day we have never allowed this monster to raise its head in our churches and our strict 
loyalty to the principle of love in this respect has been crowned with success.” 

 
Conclusion  

A large number of beneficiaries in formal as well as informal education imparted by the Christian community belong to 
diverse religious, caste, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds. Over 50 percent of the country’s population namely SC, ST, OBC and 
women belong to weaker sections of society. The Church always had a place for these people’s welfare and progress. Providing good 
education may be considered as the greatest and highly valued service to brighten the lives of thousands and millions. What comes 
across from this investigation is that the Christian missionaries had service as their main motto, even as they focussed on proselytising. 
The beneficiaries were not just those proselytised, but all those who deserved their service, especially, from the weaker sections of 
society. 
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